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6 Claims. (01. 44-9) 
In powdered fuel engines only such fuels can - pression of the combustion air rapidly drives the 

be used as will vignite and burn up during the gases out of the ?ne grains. The coarser grains 
short time space of one stroke of the engine. ‘This are then ignited by the ?ame of the ?ner grains. 
capacity to burn is small if the grains of powder My invention therefore provides the means for 

- 5 are large, orif the fuel powder is moist (e. g. peat reducing the grinding 00st of the fuel pOWder~ 60 
or wood-meal), high in ash content (e. g. coke The ?ne grinding needs to be Carried Only $0 
from the distillation of coal or lignite) and low in far that in the ground powder just-enough quick 
materials volatilizable by heat (e. g. cake or an-, igniting ?nest particles are present to bring the 
thracite coal, etc.) , v combustion air of the cylinder to that tempera 

1o_ such £1181 powders which ignite with di?culty ture which will result in the ignition and burn- 65 
or burn ‘up too slowly can be ‘adapted for driv- ihg up Of the part Of the powder which is in the 
ring internal combustion engines’ in accordance ,form of larger grains within the time limit de— 
with my invention by utilizing them together with termined by the machine. . ' 
quick igniting or burning kinds-of powder.v one _ ' 'In‘ order to surely bring about the ignition of . 

15. may us'e‘ia ready mixture of slow igniting pow- the coarser ground powder grains in the com- 70 
ders (e. g. coke powder, moist peat dust, coal‘ bustion chamberQof the engine they should be 
dust with high ash content (51- 10w in volatile. introduced into the cylinder only after the finer 
gases, etc.), and easily igniting kinds (e. g. lig- more rapidly igniting powder grains. For this 
nite powder or dust of naphthalene, anthracene, purpose the mixture of coarse and fine particles 

20 Sugar or the like) _ on the other hand, one may, can be subjected to a separation as it enters the 
- instead of using the previously prepared mixture, Cylinder, for example by sifting or the like. This 

bring the two kinds of powder having good and can be accomplished in the manner shown in my 
poor ignition qualities together as'it is intro- copending application Sen NO- 390,997 by are 
duced into'the machine, that is, either ina small ranging re?ecting surfaces in the inlet conduits 
reservoir on the machine, in the injection nozzle, for 'retarding the fuel powder ?owing through 

" or eveninthe‘combustion chamber of the engine By these re?ecting Surfaces the coel‘sel' and 
itself. These various possibilities are illustratedin' heavier grains are thrown back and retarded in 
my cppendmg application serial‘Nos 390,097, ?led their motion, while the?ner and lighter grains 
September 3, 1929. ' I follow more easily the changes in direction of the 

since the qluihk‘ignitingv kinds of powder are conveying air current necessitated by these hin- 85 
nearly alwaysmore costly than the 510w igniting ‘ drances, and do not strike against the re?ecting 
kinds it, is advantageous in employing my meth_ walls. They therefore suffer no decrease in ve 
011 to use a, greater quantity of the slowligm?ng locity and pass into the combustion space of the 
powder as the primary driving fuel and to add engine Sooner than the coarser grains 

35 only a Small quantity of the quick igniting kind By means of my invention every too uncertain- 90 
as a. primer_ The quick igniting powder can be 1y, or too slowly igniting, or too slowly burning 
made of di?erent kinds of combustible material kind of powder (‘3- g- anthracite, coal of high 
from the 510w igniting powder, or under certain ash content, coke residues from distillation, de 
conditions may consist of the same materiallas oiling 01' bitumen removing opel'atim‘ls, moist 
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40 the lat-‘ten peat, wood-meal, fallen leaves, animal carcasses, 95 
‘In the case of moist fuel or that which is high in etc.) can be adapted for utilization in internal 

ash one need only subject a fraction thereof, combustion engines by utilizing these slow ignit 
which. can easily be determined by experiment’ ing materials together with greater or less quanti 
to a more complete drying or de_ashing (e. g. by ties of lignite powder, low ash coal dust, ?nest 

45 ?otation or sifting)’ or in other wards,» by puri_ ground coal, powder of naphthalene or other 100 
fying it with respect to its ignition properties, in Solid hydrmcarb?“ sucfh as anthracene or Sugar 
order to obtain a mixture which will operate sat- or any other easlly igmtable powder 
jsfactor?y in an internal combustioniengme. _ In certain cases the slow igniting powder can 

50 with many fuel powders it is Sumcient mere, also be impregnated with substances favoring ig- 105 
1y'1;o grind a, relatively-small part of the fuel nition such as saltpeter, potassium chlorate, 
powder very ?ne, leaving the greater part in the Phosphorous Solution, 01‘ With Vapors 01‘ gases of 
form of larger grains so as to reduce the cost of easily ighitable Substances This may be done 
production. The ?nest powder grains then 111-, either before the fuel is fed into the engine or 

55 ?ame ?rst during the operation of the machine ‘in the engine itself - 
. . . 1 l0 

and sufficiently quickly, because the heatof com- The capacity for. igniting and burning of vari 
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ous powdered fuels is dependent upon a number 
of different factors, principal of which are grain‘ 
size, moisture content, ash content, and content 
of readily volatile combustible substances. vThe 
present invention is concerned with'the capacity 
of powdered fuels to ignite and burn in an inter 
nal combustion engine during a single stroke. 
Fuel powders which are unable to ignite and 
burn up completely within. a single stroke, due 
to large grain size, high moisture. content, etc., ‘I 
refer to‘ as having slow ignition and burning 
qualities. Substances which are capable of ignit 
ing and burning completely in less than a single/ 
stroke of the engine I refer to. as having rapid 
ignition and burning qualities. Since the capac 
ity of a certain fuel powder to ignite and burn 
up within a single stroke is dependent upon‘ the 
type of engine, the form of. the combustion cham 
ber in the working cylinder, and the driving con 
ditions of the engine, as well as the nature of 
the fuel powder itself, what would be a slow ig 
niting and burning powder for one engine might 
be a rapid igniting and burning powder for an 
other engine. . 

In carrying out ‘the process according to my 
invention any internal combustion, engine of the 
reciprocating type (c. g. Diesel, semi-Diesel, hot 
bulb v, or any other high pressure motor) or any‘ 
engine working on the turbine principle (e. g. ac 
cording to the Holzwarth system) may be used. 
The process can also be used in the type of inter-' 
nal combustion engines not used for the produc 
tion of power, but primarily for the production of 
certain chemical products as waste gases. 
Having described my invention, 1'. claim: 
1. A fuel for internal combustion engines com 

posed of a powder all particles of which are su?i- _ 
ciently small to pass through the fuel valve of 
an internal combustion engine, the major por 
tion of the fuel consisting of a carbonaceous pow 
der having such slow igniting and burning char 
acteristics that it is intrinsically incapable of 
burning up completely within a single engine 
stroke, the remainder of the fuel consisting of a 
predeterimned proportion of a priming powder 
consisting of a material which has been dried to 
a greater extent than the powder having slow 
igniting and burning characteristics. 

2. A fuel for internal combustion engines com 
posed of a powder all particles of which are suf 
?ciently small to pass through the fuel valve of 
an internal combustion engine, the major por 
tion of the fuel consisting of a carbonaceous pow 
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der having such slow. igniting and burning char, 
acteristics that it is intrinsically incapable of 
burning up completely within a single engine 
stroke, the remainder of the fuel consisting of a 
predetermined proportion of a priming powder 
consisting of a material having a lower ash con-' 
tent than the powder having slow igniting and 
burning characteristics. ‘ 

3. A fuel for internal combustion engines com‘ 
posed of a powder all particles of which are suffi 
ciently small to pass through the fuel valve of 
an internal combustion engine, the major por 
tion of the fuel consisting of a carbonaceous pow 
der having such slow igniting and burning char 
acteristics that it is intrinsically incapable of , 
burning up completely within a single engine 
stroke, the remainder of the fuel consisting of a 
predetermined proportion of a priming powder 
consisting of a material characterized by a great 
er capacity for quickly yielding combustible 
gases under the in?uence of heat than the pow 
der having slow igniting and burning charac 
teristics. -' ' ' 

4. The method of making a fuel for internal 
combustion engines from a carbonaceous powder 
having such slow igniting and burning charac 
teristics that it is intrinsically incapable of bum 
ing [up completely within a- single engine'stroke, 
which comprises grinding a small portion of said 
powder to a very small average particle size, and 
mixing said ?nely ground powder with the ,re 
mainder of the powder. ' 

5. A fuel for internal combustion engines con‘ 
sisting of a mixture of'anthracite coal powder 

., and lignite powder, the powders being su?iciently 
?ne to pass through the [fuel valve of an internal 
combustion engine, the anthracite coal powder 
forming the larger portion of the mixture, and 
the lignite powder being in su?icient amount to 
cause the ignition and complete burning of the 
entiremixture in a single stroke of the internal 
combustion engine with whichvthe fuel is to be 
used. ‘ 

6. A fuel for internal combustion engines com 
posed of a carbonaceous powder having slow ig- ' 
niting and burning qualities impregnated with ‘a 
su?lcient quantity of a volatile substance to cause 
the ignition and complete combustion of the 
powder within a single stroke of the internal 
combustion engine in which the fuel is to be used, 
the powder being su?iciently ?ne to pass through 
the fuel valve of the internal combustion engine. 

RUDOLF PAWLIKOWSKE. 
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